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Abstract—Data centers with millions of physical and virtual 
end hosts are now the basis for many Internet and cloud 
computing services. Hence, it is no longer practical to employ the 
traditional flooding method for the broadcast tasks in such large 
networks. In order to improve the efficiency of broadcasting 
among millions of hosts, we present a novel Software Defined 
Networking (SDN) based broadcast scheme in this paper. In most 
exsiting SDN technologies, the centralized Controller usually 
outputs messages to every port of all switches for broadcasting. 
However, in our scheme, a broadcast tree is previously created 
and corresponding instructions are installed into the switches as 
flow entries by the Controller. Hence, the Controller only needs 
to send a message to one switch, and then the informed switch 
will automatically spread the message to entire network along the 
broadcast tree. Therefore, the heavy broadcast task is 
transferred from the Controller to the distributed switches, 
which greatly alleviates the burden on the Controller and reduces 
the interactions between the Controller and switches. Moreover, 
a prototype is developed and the experimental results prove the 
good efficiency of the presented broadcast scheme.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The big data and cloud computing that require efficient 

cooperation among millions of hosts are widely developed and 
used in IT, industry 4.0 [1], entertainment and education, etc. 
Hence, for realizing good communication, how to make a 
number of hosts cooperate with each other well is a big 
problem, especially while trying to carry out broadcast. For 
instance, a web searching request may need to be spread across 
millions of hosts [2], thus an efficient broadcast scheme will be 
very important for obtaining accurate answer in a short time. 

Nevertheless, many existing technologies [3, 4, 5, 6] are not 
suitable for such large scale networks since 1) they have slow 
convergence speed and low forwarding efficiency; 2) or they 
usually use flooding method to broadcast messages, which is 
prone to endless loop and excessive resource consuming. 
However, Software Defined Networking (SDN) [7, 8] is 
emerging as a promising solution to those problems in recent 
years, which is based on some key attributes such as 
decoupling control plane (a logically centralized control 

software module named as Controller) from data plane, 
supporting uniform vendor-agnostic interfaces for forwarding 
devices (i.e., OpenFlow [9, 10, 11]) and having the ability to 
virtualize the underlying physical network. Because the 
Controller is able to learn the whole topology and control all 
machines (switches and hosts) in the network, the broadcast 
directions and paths can be ordered, which results in no 
broadcast storm. Although SDN is good, its broadcast 
efficiency is still a serious problem. For example, in most 
existing SDN technologies (such as OpenDayLight (ODL), a 
typical existing OpenFlow solution [12]), if the Controller 
needs to broadcast tasks (e.g. resolving ARP requests or 
transmitting media streaming to multiple terminals), the 
Controller always adopts the way of spreading the message to 
each port of all switches, which is time-consuming and 
inefficient.  

In order to overcome the disadvantage, we present a novel 
efficient SDN based broadcast scheme in this paper. In the 
proposed scheme, a broadcast tree is created in advance, which 
means the path between any pair of switches has already been 
constructed previously and thus no broadcast loop will appear. 
Next, if the Controller wants to broadcast a message, it only 
needs to send the message to one switch, and then the informed 
switch will automatically spread it to other switches along the 
broadcast tree like radiation. Hence, our solution transfers the 
broadcast tasks from the centralized Controller to distributed 
switches, which alleviates the heavy burden on the Controller, 
reduces the load on the control planes between the Controller 
and switches, and results in improving the broadcast efficiency.  

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 
lists the related work. Detailed description of the presented 
broadcast scheme is shown in Section 3. And then, Section 4 
gives the experiments that can fully demonstrate the efficiency 
of the proposed scheme. Finally, we summarize the article with 
conclusions and future research directions. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 Because the ARP is known as the major source of more 
than 88% of all broadcast traffic according to [13, 14], in this 
paper, we take the ARP resolving as the example to explain 
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how the proposed broadcast scheme works and show its good 
broadcast efficiency. 

 There are always two operation paradigms in many SDN 
solutions, such as NOX/C++ Controller [15], the POX/Python 
Controller [15], the Trema/Ruby Controller [16] and the 
Floodlight/Java Controller [17], while dealing with ARP 
process: reactive and proactive. In the reactive approach, the 
first packet of a flow will trigger the Controller to broadcast the 
ARP request to look for the location of the destination host and 
insert flow entries into each OpenFlow switch. This approach 
may utilize the existing flow table memory well, but the 
Controller should afford heavy work burden and the broadcast 
efficiency is much low. In the proactive approach, the end 
hosts will provide the IP-to-MAC mapping information to the 
Controller proactively, which makes the Controller pre-
populate its database. As a result, the Controller can process 
the ARP request without the need of implementing broadcast. 
However, if there are massive amount of end hosts changing 
their states (migration, active or down) in a short time, such as 
ARP attack, this proactive manner will bring disaster for the 
Controller and SDN network. 

III. THE PROPOSED NETWORK BROADCAST SCHEME 

 

Fig. 1. The architecture of a SDN based network.  

In SDN, the most important component is the centralized 
Controller that controls all switches based on OpenFlow 
protocol. Fig. 1 shows the basic architecture of a SDN based 
network. Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the 
reactive and proactive paradigms, a hybrid technique is used by 
us. We employ the proactive way to construct a broadcast tree 
on the switch level in advance, and then the reactive method is 
adopted to solve the ARP requests from end hosts. However, 
compared with many existing SDN solutions, with the help of 
the well-designed broadcast scheme based on the previously 
built broadcast tree, the broadcast efficiency of the ARP 
resolving in our scheme is improved dramatically. 

In our proposed scheme, the Controller is mainly 
responsible for the creation of the broadcast tree, the 
configuration of broadcast flow tables according to the 
constructed broadcast tree, and the installation of broadcast 
flow tables into switches. On the other hand, each switch is 
mainly responsible for spreading messages to two kinds of 
machines: its neighbouring switches along the broadcast tree 
and the hosts that directly connect to it under the instruction of 
its flow table. 

There are three working steps in the proposed broadcast 
scheme, and the details are described as follows. 

Step 1: Once the network boots up, each switch employs 
the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) [18] to investigate 
its neighbourhoods. And then the switch information (e.g. the 
port attributes and the connection states among switches) will 
be uploaded to the Controller via OpenFlow protocol. Hence, 
the Controller knows the entire network topology. 

 

Fig. 2. The broadcast tree and corresponding flow entries in the proposed 
broadcast scheme.  

Step 2: After Step 1, the Controller starts to adopt the Prim 
algorithm [19] to create Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) on 
switch level, and then takes it as the broadcast tree of the 
network. For instance, the broadcast tree in Fig. 2 is s6 ↔ s3 
↔ s1 ↔ s4 ↔ s5 ↔ s2 (the blue thick lines).  

Afterwards, the Controller is able to configure the 
broadcast flow tables according to the constructed broadcast 
tree as soon as possible. In Fig. 2, the bottom table is the 
broadcast flow table used by s1, and the red value indicates the 
port number of each switch. In the broadcast flow table of s1, 
the first column indicates the input port of a broadcast message; 
the last column lists the corresponding action, which is to 
spread the broadcast message via the ports that directly connect 
to the hosts under s1 or the neighbouring switches of s1 along 
the broadcast tree. For example, if a message arrives at s1 from 
port1, then s1 will send the message to its port3 (connects to s3) 
and port4 (connects to h1).  

Lastly, the Controller installs the broadcast flow tables into 
all switches. For example, the bottom table in Fig. 2 is installed 
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into s1. It should be noted that the database of the Controller 
has mastered the information of switches since the broadcast 
tree has been proactively constructed on the switch level in 
advance, but been aware of nothing about the hosts until now.  

Step 3: This step focuses on the process of ARP resolving. 
As we said, the database of the Controller does not store the IP-
to-MAC address mapping information of hosts before this step. 
Hence, if h1 wants to send packets to h2 (Fig. 2), the Controller 
has no idea where h2 is, but has to broadcast the ARP request 
of h1. 

At that time, in traditional SDN based technologies (e.g. 
ODL), the Controller always sends the ARP request to each 
port of all switches in a flooding manner, which puts a heavy 
burden on itself and severely affects its working speed. 
However, in our scheme, the above disadvantage can be 
overcome since the broadcast flow tables are configured based 
on prepared broadcast tree and thus the broadcast load 
originally put on the Controller has been moved to the 
distributed switches. We can take Fig. 2 as the example to 
explain the procedure in detail. 

In our scheme, due to the fact that the database of the 
Controller is helpless at the beginning, the Controller has to 
send a packet_out message to s1. Then s1 will spread the 
message to its port3 and port1 according to the second flow 
entry installed by the Controller in Step 2. Thus s3 can receive 
the message from port1 and send it to next switch s6 through 
port2 (Step3_1). Similarly and simultaneously, s4 can receive 
the message from port1 and send it to next switch s5 through 
port3 (Step3_2). Afterwards, s6 can receive the message from 
port1 (Step3_3), s5 can receive the message from port1 and 
send it to next switch s2 through port3 (Step3_4). At last, s2 
can receive the message from port2 and send it to the 
destination host h2 through port1 (Step3_5). As a result, the 
message is broadcasted to entire network and finally h2 will 
respond as soon as it receives the message. After acquiring the 
ARP response, the Controller learns the IP-to-MAC address 
mapping information of h1 and h2, and then it stores the 
information in its database. Therefore, the Controller does not 
need to implement broadcast in the future if other hosts want to 
send packets to h1 or h2. Instead, the Controller can directly 
reply the ARP request according to its database. 

Since several switches (s3 and s4) may spread the message 
in parallel like the radiation due to the two broadcast directions 
in the broadcast tree, the broadcast speed of our scheme is 
much faster than those existing SDN solutions which use the 
Controller to send ARP request to each port of all switches one 
by one. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 
Because our scheme has employed the switches to take the 

responsibility of broadcasting messages, the heavy broadcast 
task is moved from the centralized Controller to distributed 
switches. Therefore, compared with other existing SDN based 
technologies, such as ODL, our scheme is able to improve the 
work efficiency of the Controller significantly.  

For fully proving this point, we implement a prototype with 
four network scenarios, which contain 50, 100, 150 and 200 

OpenVSwitch, respectively, and each switch is in charge of 
100 KVM virtual machines under linux. To prove our proposed 
scheme can be used in general network, the network topology 
of the prototype is random. The centralized Controller is 
developed based on the ODL platform. Because the ARP 
resolution is a typical broadcast process, we choose to observe 
the ARP resolution time performances between ODL and our 
scheme in the four network scenarios. 

 

Fig. 3. The comparisons of the ARTs between ODL and our proposed 
scheme with different network sizes.  

The ART of ODL , as shown in Fig. 3, is much longer since 
the Controller must flood the searching message to each port of 
all switches one by one, which is very time-consuming. 
Unsurprisingly, our proposed scheme achieves much lower 
ART since the distributed switches take the responsibility of 
spreading messages to the entire network along the prepared 
broadcast tree in such a radiation manner. Besides, although the 
ART of our scheme grows with the increment of switches, the 
growing speed is very slow, making the ART differences 
between the ODL and our proposed scheme become larger 
with the growth of the number of switches. Therefore, from Fig. 
3, we can see the larger the network size is (implies the bigger 
number of switches), the higher broadcast efficiency our 
scheme has compared with other SDN based technologies 
(such as ODL). 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a novel efficient SDN 

based broadcast scheme. Different from other SDN solutions, 
the central Controller in our proposed scheme creates the 
broadcast tree in advance, and then the distributed switches is 
able to take charge of spreading message to entire network 
along the broadcast tree. As a result, the proposed scheme can: 

1) eliminate unordered broadcast that may lead to broadcast 
storm;  

2) alleviate the work burden on the Controller and reduce 
the load on the control planes between the Controller and 
switches;  

3) speed up the broadcast process and promote the 
broadcast efficiency.  
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A prototype is developed and the corresponding 
experimental results have proven the good efficiency of the 
proposed scheme. Although we use ARP resolving as the 
example to illustrate the broadcast scheme in this paper, in fact, 
this scheme is suitable for all kinds of broadcast tasks since the 
switches take the broadcast responsibility and spread the 
messages in parallel like the behavior of radiation. However, 
there is still space for us to improve the broadcast scheme 
further in the future. For example, we can optimize the way of 
creating broadcast tree and corresponding flow tables so as to 
make the scheme more intelligent and efficient.  
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